Why Choose the EcoLite™ SmartReceiver Collar?
•
Smallest & Lightweight Weighing in at only ¾ ounces, the EcoLite won't be too heavy for even the smallest
pets. I have fitted them to dogs down to two pounds. These collars are Invisible Fence® Brand Compatible on all 800
Series Underground Dog Fence Systems.
•
Rechargeable No more expensive batteries to buy, ever! That's better for our environment, and
better for your pocketbook. Recharge about every 6 weeks or when the collar tells you to recharge; this is
a smart receiver! We do have battery options with batteries lasting one years at $10.00 each.
•
Powerful Ranges from beep correction to the most powerful correction possible, with over 4000 fences
installed Pet Stop of North Georgia is proud to have 100% containment!
•
Cross-Brand Compatible Can be programmed to match many pet fences from all major brand names, so you
can upgrade your existing system with the EcoLite. The EcoLite™ and the UltraElite 2™ Receivers are programmable on
Invisible Fence®, Dog Watch®, Dog Guard®, and Pet Safe®, Hidden Fence Systems.
•
Ultimately Programmable This receiver is made to be tailored to any dog, in any yard, under any situation
programmable up to 8000 settings.
•
Fastest Reaction Your dog is not quick enough to outrun the EcoLite. With a faster reaction time than any
competitive product, EcoLite is safer for your fastest dog. This collar is designed specifically to prevent “Bolting” through
the Hidden Fence.
: How Much Will Collar Batteries Really Cost? Invisible Fence Brand uses a force ship program
that sends their Power Cap® battery to you every three months at about $68.00 per year per dog. With Pet Stop collars
the cost is $12-24.00 per year for our battery operated and ZERO COST if you purchase the EcoLite® 25 Rechargeable!

Options for Any Pet
EcoLite offers the widest range of stimulus options available from any professional
dog fence collar. It can even turn itself up when your pet needs more
“convincing”. All Pet Stop Brand Receivers are Progressive in their pulsing, which
means that they start off soft and get progressively stronger as your dog
approaches the boundary wire. Whether your pet is timid or stubborn, tiny or
huge, EcoLite can be tailored to suit his or her temperament.

GentleSteps Training Levels
Like the Pet Stop UltraElite S2 and UltraTuff SmartReceivers, EcoLite offers 9 low-intensity levels of training stimulus to
help ease your pet into the system with less fear than older, outdated products can offer. This low-stress training
approach is just as effective, but significantly decreases the chances of causing the anxiety commonly experienced with
older methods.
Cross-Brand Compatibility – Independent Service for any Hidden Fence Brand
Maybe you bought some other brand, That’s OK, we can still help! The revolutionary EcoLite SmartReceiver can be
programmed for compatibility with products from all major competitors, to provide your pets with the added safety and
functionality it offers. Not to mention the savings from battery purchases. We can also provide expert service for your
system (any brand) whenever you need it. Try our 72 hour service gurantee!!!

